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Stuart Ferguson can be described as a genuine Oxonian scho-
lar. He studied undergraduate chemistry at Oxford (more years
ago than he wishes to remember), completed his doctorate in
biochemistry at the same institute, before transferring to Bir-
mingham for a lectureship (assistant professorship). In 1985
he returned to Oxford where he is now a professor, and also
found sometimes at St. Edmund Hall. During his career he
has published over 200 research articles and his achievements
in research were recognized in 2001 with the Keilin Medal
from the UK Biochemical Society. Stuart edits papers for
FEBS Letters in the ﬁeld of bioenergetics, electron transport
and denitriﬁcation, enzymology and general biochemistry.
How did science become your career?
Quite simply I chose chemistry because it was my best subject
at school. Oxford was the university for me because it oﬀered a
pure chemistry undergraduate degree given I did less well in
mathematics-based subjects. When I started my doctorate in
George Radda’s lab, I found that I quite liked research, think-
ing about things that were not known, reading other people’s
papers and seeing what I might do next. And that is how I
started.
What is your research area?
We are interested in how the bacterial electron transport pro-
teins from denitrifying bacteria work and how they are syn-
thesized and post-translationally modiﬁed. We use a wide
range of tools to study these problems such as mutagenesis,
protein expression and in vitro reconstitution. And it turns
out there are at least three ways to post-translationally
modify a group of these proteins, the c-type cytochromes,
depending on whether we talk about a human or plant mito-
chondria, an E. coli cell or a plant thylakoid. In addition a
post-doc in our lab, James Allen, recently noticed that there
is no sign of the typical post-translational apparatus in try-
panosomes, which cause sleeping sickness, so it looks like
there is a fourth way to do it. I never thought we would be
interested in trypanosomes but our research has taken a
new direction.
What do you like about this area of study?
I like that there are many things we do not understand and
which I would like to ﬁnd out. I also like that it is multidisci-
plinary, and it is at the precisely the right boundary for me
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doi:10.1016/j.febslet.2006.04.072What do you remember about your ﬁrst research paper [1]?
Not much. I did not write it (laughing). It was based on work I
did during my fourth year undergraduate project and it has an
enormous number of senior authors on it. It dealt with NMR
of ﬂuorinated sugars on lysozyme. It was actually a FEBS Let-
ters paper, as was my ﬁrst real paper which was on ATP syn-
thase [2].
You also wrote two books, with David Nicholls. What is writing
a book like and how did you ﬁnd the time [3]?
God only knows, is the answer to second question. I felt moti-
vated to write Bioenergetics 2 with Dave Nicholls because I
was frustrated by my own students turning in loads of work
copied straight out of the other out-of-date books and missing
all of up-to-date stuﬀ I had handed out in lectures. We did it by
spending many Saturdays writing and also went on a few
week-long writing retreats together. What was really time-con-
suming was devising the diagrams. The writing of Bioenergetics
3 went faster. It is surprising how much you can get done if
you have done a lot of reading and thinking beforehand.
Teaching is a large part of your job. What do you like most
about teaching?
Giving tutorials. Most students say the tutorials are where they
get the best part of their education since they are an opportu-
nity to discuss advanced topics directly with a professor. They
regularly turn in work that I look at but do not assess, so they
do not try to pretend to know more than they do. It is give and
take. Sometimes they come up with ideas I had never enter-
tained. For example, in the bioenergetics ﬁeld there is the ques-
tion of how bacteria make ATP when the outside of the cell is
quite alkaline, the wrong way around for the chemiosmotic
theory. One student suggested that bacteria must have internal
vesicles like pseudo-mitochondria to avoid the problems this
poses. And curiously at the same time, people were doing work
on that subject to determine if that was true.
What is ultimate stress for you?
I could think of hundreds. . .starting to write grant applications
with only a few days, writing those review chapters for
books. . .basically any deadline.
And relaxation?
Um, a good question. Reading a book in the shade on a hot
summer day. Somewhere on an island maybe. That would be
relaxation for me. One good book I recently read was ‘Uncle
Tungsten’ by Oliver Sachs. Marvellous book, and I read it
while I was on holiday too!
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